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NOTE: THE MAIN GAME X-PLANE 10 IS NOT AVAILABLE ANYMORE!
PLEASE ONLY PURCHASE DLCS WHEN YOU ARE ALREADY OWNER OF X-

PLANE 10!
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Title: X-Plane 10 AddOn - Carenado - C340 II
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Carenado
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2015

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 3 GHz, multi-core CPU (or, even better, multiple processors)

Memo

English

Typical of all Carenado add-ons, it looks beautiful, especially in X-Plane. There are some negatives to note however: 1) The
HSI's CDI does not work when tuned to an ILS. There is a hotpatch for this, but I had to go digging. 2) The idle is too high. Ok,
some mods in planemaker and we're getting there. While there, let's just adjust the horsepower to 315/side vs the 285, since I
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have never actually seen a 340 in the wild with 285. 3) The suction gauge is inop. Alright, not on the MEL for a home computer
simulator, but still - it doesn't work. So yeah, there are some minor annoyances - and that HSI fix shouldn't be up to the
customer to go hunting for. (BTW, there's also a fuel management mod that models the correct fuel return to the main tanks,
necessitating that you burn off sufficient qty before switching to the wing tanks - nice). Bottom line: I love the looks, it
performs well, and once fixed up by the user through a lot of research and digging, I really do enjoy the 340. I am happy to own
it, and RESERVEDLY recommend it to those who know what they are getting.. Typical of all Carenado add-ons, it looks
beautiful, especially in X-Plane. There are some negatives to note however: 1) The HSI's CDI does not work when tuned to an
ILS. There is a hotpatch for this, but I had to go digging. 2) The idle is too high. Ok, some mods in planemaker and we're
getting there. While there, let's just adjust the horsepower to 315/side vs the 285, since I have never actually seen a 340 in the
wild with 285. 3) The suction gauge is inop. Alright, not on the MEL for a home computer simulator, but still - it doesn't work.
So yeah, there are some minor annoyances - and that HSI fix shouldn't be up to the customer to go hunting for. (BTW, there's
also a fuel management mod that models the correct fuel return to the main tanks, necessitating that you burn off sufficient qty
before switching to the wing tanks - nice). Bottom line: I love the looks, it performs well, and once fixed up by the user through
a lot of research and digging, I really do enjoy the 340. I am happy to own it, and RESERVEDLY recommend it to those who
know what they are getting.
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